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tains the antitrade wind portion of the general or planetary atmospheric circulation.
The height of the antitrades (depth of the trades) is greatest, at any given place, during summer and least during winter. It also decreases with latitude, becoming zero, on the average, at about 30° N. and S. Thus during winter their height over Cuba, 22° N., is about 3.5 kilometers; over Hawaii, 19° 30' N., about 3 kilometers; over Jamaica, 17° N., 6.5 kilometers; and over Trinidad, 12° N., 8 kilometers. But, whatever their height, it is always the same as the depth of the trades, of which they are but the overhead continuation. Indeed, the trade winds, as they approach the equator, ascend and gradually flow off poleward, thus producing in each hemisphere a great antitrade branch of the general circulation, which, in turn, becomes the westerlies of higher latitudes. These, in their turn, are confused by storms and other local disturbances, but after few or many vicissitudes, as circumstances may determine, ultimately return to a similar startingpoint, only to begin another of their endless cyclic journeys through trades, antitrades, westerlies, and the innumerable secondary winds such a course implies.
Tropical Cyclones.—A tropical cyclone—the cyclone of the Indian Seas, the hurricane of the West Indies, Revillagigedo Islands, and South Pacific, and the typhoon of the West Pacific and China Sea—consists of a vast whirl of rapidly moving air currents surrounding a calm and relatively small center or vortex.
Distinction between Tropical and Extratropical Cyclones.—Although tropical and extratropical cyclones have many similarities, such as low-pressure centers, abundant precipitation, same instantaneous wind directions, and the like, and although it may be impossible to say just when a tropical cyclone on its way to higher latitudes becomes extra-tropical in character, nevertheless they usually differ from each other in several important respects. Among these differences are: (a) The isobars of the tropical cyclone generally are more symmetrical and more nearly circular than those of the extratropical. (6) The temperature distribution around the vortex of the tropical cyclone is practically the same in every direction, while about the extratropical it is very different, (c) In tropical cyclones rains are torrential and more or less equally distributed on all sides of the center; in the extratropical rains usually are much lighter and very unequal in different quadrants, (d) Tropical cyclones usually have calm rainless centers 10 to 50 kilometers (6 to 31 miles) or more in diameter, while the extratropical rarely show this characteristic whirl phenomenon, (e) Tropical cyclones are most frequent during summer of the hemisphere in which they occur, while the extratropical are strongest and most numerous during winter. (/) Tropical cyclones often move to higher latitudes, where, from roughly 30° on, they are no longer tropical but in characteristics, as well as posi-

